Unit I Study Guide

Chapter Summary

Directions: Summarize the main ideas and concepts associated with the following ideas in the section below.

Schools of Geographic Thought:

Traditional - Berkeley School -

Physical Geography:

Continents –

Hemispheres –

Latitude and Longitude -

Five Themes of Geography:

Location -

Place -

Movement -

Regions -

Human-Environment Interaction –

Cartography:

TODALSIGS –

Map Projections –
**Chapter Vocabulary**

Directions: Write definitions for the following key vocabulary terms from the chapter. Underneath the definition use the word to create a sentence of your own.

**Absolute Location** –

**Adaptations** –

**Cartography** –

**Communication** –

**Distortion** –

**Geographic Information Systems** –

**Geography** –

**Global Positioning Systems** –

**Human Characteristics** –
Impact –

Latitude –

Longitude –

Migration -

Pattern –

Physical Characteristics –

Projection –

Relative Location –

Resources –

Scale –

Thematic Maps –
TODALSIGS –

Transportation -